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After the gold rush. 
Markets at a glance 

 
Price / Yield 

/ Spread 
Change  
1 week 

Index QTD 
return* 

Index YTD 
return 

US Treasury 10 year 4.09% 15 bps -1.3% -1.3% 

German Bund 10 year 2.29% 11 bps -1.9% -1.9% 

UK Gilt 10 year 3.89% 9 bps -3.4% -3.4% 

Japan 10 year 0.66% 5 bps -0.3% -0.3% 

Global Investment Grade 112 bps -2 bps -1.1% -1.1% 

Euro Investment Grade 134 bps -3 bps -1.1% -1.1% 

US Investment Grade 101 bps -1 bps -1.0% -1.0% 

UK Investment Grade 116 bps 1 bps -2.1% -2.1% 

Asia Investment Grade 180 bps -7 bps -0.3% -0.3% 

Euro High Yield 394 bps -7 bps 0.2% 0.2% 

US High Yield 354 bps -2 bps -0.7% -0.7% 

Asia High Yield 767 bps -3 bps 1.8% 1.8% 

EM Sovereign 334 bps 1 bps -2.0% -2.0% 

EM Local 6.2% 7 bps -1.9% -1.9% 

EM Corporate 307 bps -8 bps -0.2% -0.2% 

Bloomberg Barclays US Munis 3.5% 15 bps -1.0% -1.0% 

Taxable Munis 5.1% 16 bps -2.1% -2.1% 

Bloomberg Barclays US MBS 47 bps 2 bps -1.6% -1.6% 

Bloomberg Commodity Index 222.06 -1.1% -1.6% -1.6% 

EUR 1.0888 -0.5% -1.3% -1.3% 

JPY 147.90 -2.2% -4.8% -4.8% 

GBP 1.2711 -0.4% -0.2% -0.2% 

Source: Bloomberg, ICE Indices, as of 19 January 2024. *QTD denotes returns from 31/12/2023.  
 

Chart of the week – US 10-year yield, LTM 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Columbia Threadneedle Investments, as of 22 January 2024. 
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Macro / government bonds 

Last week saw the market reprice interest rate risk, as markets pushed back on when loosening 
might start and the magnitude of rate cuts that might take place over the remainder of 2024. In 
the US, the probability of an interest rate cut in March reduced from 80% to around 50% over 
the course of the week, while the number of expected quarter point rate cuts decreased from 
6.7 to 5.4. A similar pricing trend emerged in the eurozone and UK interest rate markets.  

 

In the US, the catalyst for this was the relative strength of the US consumer, as US retail sales 
came in much stronger than the market had been expecting. Prior to January, financial markets 
had come a long way, following the US Fed’s signalling of a lower interest rate environment. 
Retail sales came in at 0.6% for December versus 0.3% the previous month. To get to a first 
rate cut in March, however, requires a continuous affirmation that we were on a disinflationary 
path. Like a Greek chorus, Fed policy markets pushed back at any early move on interest rates. 
Waller, Fed Governor, urged caution on moving too quickly on inflation, while Atlanta Fed 
president, Bostic, delivered a similar message, arguing for the need to see further progress 
towards the 2% inflation target before taking action.  

 

One byproduct of the repricing of interest rate expectations has been a change in technical 
market conditions. Since the start of the year, yield levels across maturities have been in an up-
channel trend. The debate within the market is whether current upwards momentum in yields 
can be broken, as higher yields encourage tactical dip buying, or whether further examples of 
economic resilience in the US prompt yields to settle at a new higher level. In Europe, ECB 
President Lagarde pushed back on a March rate cut, noting that early rate cut calls were a 
distraction, and that while economic growth in the eurozone has weakened, labour markets 
remain tight. In the UK, inflation data surprised to the upside putting upward pressure on gilt 
yields. However, the primary driver of return, in both the UK and the European markets, was 
their beta or gravitational pull to the larger and more influential US treasury market.  

 

On the global rates desk, we are long core fixed income markets but continue to manage long 
exposures tactically as we navigate key data releases. 

Investment grade credit 

Investment grade bonds continue to perform well, at least in terms of spread changes.  

Global spreads are 3% tighter this year led by the US market, and especially longer-dated 
bonds. Sector wise, real estate, insurance and healthcare sectors have been the strongest with 
telecoms and autos the weakest; albeit that all sectors have recorded tighter spreads YTD. 

The market remains supported by inflows against a backdrop of healthy primary market activity. 
This week sees the start of European banking earnings (e.g. Swedbank) and US numbers from 
Tesla and ASML amongst others. 

High yield credit & leveraged loans 

US high yield bond yields rose modestly over the week as resilient macro data and Fed rhetoric 
drove US treasury rates higher. The ICE BofA US HY CP Constrained Index returned -0.53% 
and spreads were unchanged. According to Lipper, retail high yield bond funds saw a $1.0bn 
inflow, entirely ETF driven. The primary market was active as well with nine new bonds priced 
for a total of $7.2bn of par value.   

The average price of the Credit Suisse Leveraged Loan index was unchanged over the week at 
$95.6 amidst the largest amount of re-pricing activity for the asset class in three years. Retail 
loan funds saw a small outflow of $3m, just the third outflow over the last 12 weeks.    
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It was a soft week as European High Yield was pulled in opposite directions with credit 
performing solidly as spreads tightened 6bps to 394bps. This was counteracted by yields rising 
8bps to 6.9% due to higher underlying government bond yields. Performance finished down 
30bps. Compression continued as CCCs outperformed BBs by 3x, with the former returning 
+0.5%. Demand for EHY continued as inflows improved for both ETFs and managed accounts.  
The primary market remains light with only another two new corporate issues (€1bn). Issuance 
is now where it was at the same time last year (€3.2bn), which is smaller than was earlier 
expected. Issuers (e.g. in the auto sector) do not seem in a rush to come to the market, even 
with the better spread and yield levels and the demand for even lower rated credits seen on the 
other side of the Atlantic. 

Credit rating news saw the continuation of more upgrades than downgrades since the start of 
the year. Moody’s finally joined the other agencies in giving Lufthansa the nod to move to 
investment grade, upgrading it to Baa3. Adient, the car seat manufacturer, was also upgraded 
by Moody’s from B2 to B1 citing improving profitability (better profit margins and free cash flow) 
and expectations of positive business trends. Unsurprisingly, S&P downgraded the beleaguered 
Atos, the digital services company, to B-. This came just days after the issuer announced 
another management reshuffle and that free cash flow would come in below target. Rumours of 
problems with the sale to Kretinsky did not help.     

On the corporate front, the Red Sea attacks have not manifested into any increased concerns 
for shortages (e.g. electronic chips, food, auto parts) as corporates have mentioned buffer 
stocks and looking into alternative shipping routes. Lessons were learnt from the last years. 

 

Structured credit 

The US Agency MBS sector reversed some of its earlier gains and posted a 1.37% loss last 
week bringing YTD returns to -1.6%. Rate volatility resumed on stronger than expected retail 
sales, strong consumer sentiment and comments from Fed governors that there is no need to 
move quickly on rate cuts. 15-year MBS outperformed 30-year as spreads widened. There was 
a modest beat on housing starts and permits. Multi-family units under construction remain near 
the peak over a 40-year lookback but broadly speaking are not out of line with demographics. 
Mortgages continue to look cheap relative to other risk sectors. The swing factor remains an 
unexpected shift in Fed policy expectations or a change in bank demand, which has just started 
to swing positively in December. 

 

Asian credit 

According to Reuters, China has instructed heavily indebted local governments to delay or halt 
some state-funded infrastructure projects. For 12 regions that are at the highest debt risk level, 
the State Council has reportedly instructed these regions to suspend projects where less than 
half of the planned investment has been mobilized. The directive does not impact the affordable 
housing segment. This seems to be one of the latest moves to handle the tight balance of 
controlling financial risk and supporting economic growth.  
 
China is also stepping up efforts to promote its NEV sector (the New Energy Vehicles) which 
includes battery electric vehicles, hybrids and fuel cells. Most of the initiatives are not new and 
the intent is to accelerate the implementation of charging infrastructure and pushing the usage 
of electric vehicles in the public sector and commercial sector.  
 
Moody’s has downgraded the ratings of the four large national asset management companies 
(AMCs) by one to two notches. While Great Wall, China Orient and Cinda continue to be rated 
investemnt grade after the downgrade, Huarong is now rated Ba1 (previous: Ba2) with its senior 
bonds rated at Ba2 (previous: Ba1). Moody’s highlighted the scope for lower government 
support for the AMCs, which led to a reduction of the government support uplift to five notches 
(previous: six notches). 
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In India, the governor of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) highlighted the durable signs of 
sustained growth momentum and that structural reforms in taxation, banking and manufacturing 
are positive for the country. The RBI governor noted the risk of capital outflow in the index 
inclusion of India’s government bonds but the RBI takes comfort with the country’s huge foreign 
currency reserves and the greater confidence that market participants have in the Indian rupee.  

Emerging markets 

Whilst EM spreads were unchanged last week at 400bps over US treasuries, the move higher in 
US treasury yields led to a negative return (-1.03%) for the EM hard currency sovereign index 
last week. Longer-duration assets fared the worse due to the treasury move while high beta 
names in Africa performed the best. The yield on offer is 8.2%, which we believe presents an 
attractive entry point. 

2024 has kick started with a flurry of new issuance from predominately investment grade 
countries. YTD new issuance stands at $29.9bn and Chile joined in last week with a $1.7bn 
five-year social bond. 

In ratings news, Colombia’s outlook was cut to negative by S&P, while it maintains its BB+ 
rating. The outlook downgrade was due to prospects of a weaker economic growth. 

In Pakistan, the IMF has revised its projection for the nations external financing needs for the 
current fiscal year: the revised figure stands at 7.1% of GDP (at $25bn), down from 8.1% 
previously. As part of the review Pakistan has received $700m from the IMF as part of its 
previously agreed $3bn programme. 

In South America, Ecuador is battling a drug trafficking fuelled crime wave. This follows a 
prosecutor who was investigating the links between organised crime and government corruption 
being shot dead. Ecuadorian president Noboa has since declared 22 gangs as terrorists. 

Responsible investments 

Sovereigns have kicked off the year with a flurry of new issuance in the ESG bond market. 
Numerous nations are set to issue in the coming weeks, including Chile, Mexico and France. 
Qatar is also on the list with its first ever green bond anticipated to come to market “very soon”, 
says Gulf state’s finance minister Ali Al-Kuwari. He also said, “we are not hungry for money, but 
it will be mainly to send a strong statement”. 
 
Elsewhere, estimates for this year’s total issuance are starting to come in, most of which 
anticipate it to be in line or lower than 2023’s total, with the majority coming from sovereigns, 
agencies and supranationals. However, sales this year are already up over 27% on this time 
last year, according to Bloomberg.  
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all data and information is Bloomberg as at 22.01.2024, unless otherwise stated.  
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other financial instruments to anyone in any jurisdiction in which such offer is not authorised, or to provide investment advice or services. 
Offerings may be made only on the basis of the information disclosed in the relevant offering documents and the terms and conditions under 
the relevant application forms. Investment involves risk. You are advised to exercise caution in relation to this material. Please refer to the 
relevant offering documents for details and the risk factors. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The value of investments 
and any income is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up and may be affected by exchange rate fluctuations. This means that an 
investor may not get back the amount invested. The analysis included in this publication has been produced by Columbia Threadneedle 
Investments for its own investment management activities, may have been acted upon prior to publication and is made available here 
incidentally. Any opinions expressed are made as at the date of publication but are subject to change without notice and should not be seen as 
investment advice. Information obtained from external sources is believed to be reliable, but its accuracy or completeness cannot be 
guaranteed. The mention of any specific shares or bonds should not be taken as a recommendation to deal. This document includes forward 
looking statements, including projections of future economic and financial conditions. None of Columbia Threadneedle Investments, its 
directors, officers or employees make any representation, warranty, guarantee, or other assurance that any of these forward-looking 
statements will prove to be accurate. This document may not be reproduced in any form or passed on to any third party in whole or in parts 
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